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TeamViewer Remote
Connect to any device, at any time, and centrally monitor and manage your IT with the trusted remote access and support solution.

Explore Remote






	

TeamViewer Tensor
Scale, manage, secure support experiences across your enterprise efficiently with our remote connectivity platform.

Explore Tensor






	

TeamViewer Frontline
Empower your frontline workforce and streamline shopfloor operations with our industrial augmented reality platform.

Explore Frontline
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TeamViewer Remote







Secure remote access and support







	


View plans and pricing




	


Request business trial










With new features and a fresh look, the trusted remote access and support platform is now better than ever.
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85,216 reviews
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3,223 reviews
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2,504 reviews
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11,310 reviews








































Why choose TeamViewer Remote?
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Enterprise-grade security


TeamViewer is secured by end-to-end 256-bit AES encryption, two-factor authentication, and other industry-grade security features, such as conditional access, SSO, and much more.
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Cross-platform


TeamViewer leaves the competition behind covering the highest combined total of 127 manufacturers for mobile devices, operating systems, and embedded devices on the market today.
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Best performance


TeamViewer’s global access network will provide you with the best possible connection, so you can enjoy immersive remote access and support sessions with fast transfer speeds and high image quality.





































TeamViewer focuses on a robust security framework with a dedicated security team to ensure compliance and trust.
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Remote support



Fast remote support for IT professionals and teams







Tech defects, system errors, and software queries result in costly downtime, but even if IT issues are unavoidable, slow response times are not.



With TeamViewer Remote, you can securely connect to your IT systems from any location to provide seamless support in an instant.
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Remote access and work



Work from home with remote access to the devices and servers you need







Remote access removes the barrier of location, allowing you to run server maintenance from home, investigate a system error on the train, or anything in between.



With TeamViewer Remote, your devices, files, and applications are just a few clicks away, so you can stay productive wherever you are. Access remotely and securely — all without a VPN.






	


Learn more


















Take your remote support and access to the next level







Enhance your TeamViewer experience, know more about your devices, and proactively keep your IT infrastructure healthy, stable, and secure. Boost your IT efficiency and centrally manage, monitor, track, patch, and protect your computers, devices, and software — all from a single platform with TeamViewer Remote Management.










	



Asset Management


Gain instant visibility into your IT systems with asset tracking and management.












	



Mobile Device Management


Onboard, manage, and monitor mobile devices in your company.












	



Device Monitoring


Prevent unnecessary downtime and ensure your IT systems are stable, secure, and always running smoothly.












	



Endpoint Protection


Protect your devices wherever they are with next-generation cyber defense against viruses, zero-day exploits, ransomware, and more.


























Feature spotlight







Whether you need to maintain a lifeline to the office while traveling, reduce travel and costs associated with in-person support, or work closely with remote team members, TeamViewer Remote offers secure, efficient, and easy-to-use features designed to catapult your productivity and increase customer satisfaction.










Explore our most popular features





Remote device control
Take charge. Become the primary user to quickly fix issues fast. Remotely control a computer, tablet, or smartphone from your own device.














Secure unattended access
No approval needed — with the right permissions, approved users can securely access unattended computers and Android devices like phones, POS devices, and displays.














Multiplatform access
Whether you’re on your computer, your smartphone, or your tablet, get remote access to other devices via TeamViewer. Connect from PC to mobile, mobile to PC, or even mobile to mobile.














Mobile device access
Access your devices from your phone anytime with the TeamViewer mobile apps — or use your phone to remotely access and support another user’s device.














File transfer
Securely transfer files of any size thanks to end-to-end encryption and rapid transfer speeds. Enjoy multiple transfer methods and a copy-paste function between remote devices.














Mass deployment
Instantly (and silently) deploy TeamViewer Remote to thousands of devices.

















Explore all features











Mobile device support


Support mobile and commercial-grade devices from any location


Supporting a network of distributed devices can be costly and time-consuming, especially when scaled globally. With TeamViewer Remote, you can quickly view and screenshare your iOS device and deliver support to unattended Android devices, point of sale (POS) devices, kiosks, and digital signage. We even enable mobile-to-mobile support.








	


Learn more















Remote management


Remote monitoring and management (RMM) for speedy and efficient IT support


Know more about your devices — manage, monitor, and protect them. Supercharge your help desk by providing proactive IT support instead of just reacting to service calls. Gain more visibility into your managed devices by monitoring critical aspects and receiving alerts as soon as your attention is required. Deploy and patch third-party applications and keep operating systems up-to-date to provide a healthy IT infrastructure.








	


Learn more















Remote AR assistance


Solve your hardware problems with augmented reality


Get 360° support and solve your IT or operational problems by combining TeamViewer Remote with Assist AR’s visual assistance. When problems arise in your company’s software or hardware, the on-site worker can connect to one or more experts who can visually guide them to solve the problem using only a smartphone. Avoid travel costs while streamlining your processes and increasing customer satisfaction.








	


Learn more




















It’s time for a new view







TeamViewer Remote is the trusted remote access, control, and support solution, designed to save you time and money by enabling you to connect to any device, any time, any place.
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Even more efficient


Get started faster with better onboarding and an all-new connection process.
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Even more secure


Remain protected with 2FA, supporter ID, and stronger authorization.
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Even easier to use


Stay in control with a refreshed design as well as unified access and support features.

 































With new features and a fresh look, the trusted remote access and support platform is now better than ever.






	


Try now for free




	


View plans and pricing

































How to connect with TeamViewer Remote
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Open the TeamViewer web or desktop client on the outgoing device and create a remote session.
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Also open the TeamViewer client on the incoming device and follow the invite to join the session.
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Start the session on the outgoing device to connect and remotely control the incoming device.
































  








The numbers speak for themselves
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600,000+


customers worldwide
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2.5 billion


devices connected
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Up to 45 million


devices online at the same time










































Experience award-winning software for secure remote access and support
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See what our customers have to say
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Neal Silverstein
Head of Technology Customer Service at Specsavers



“TeamViewer is an essential tool for our IT support team at Specsavers. Thanks to its remote support functionalities, our team can connect to and service all our stores from a single point.”
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Philipp Rummel
Post Production Technical Manager at RTL Studios



“Thanks to TeamViewer, colleagues are now able to do their job from any location and much faster than before. Here, of course, the transmission of good image quality between the production computer and the end device of the colleague working remotely is of paramount importance to us.”
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Daniel Burkart
Team Leader IT at Ernsting’s family



“In order to be able to react quickly, we needed a remote support solution that, in addition to the usual Windows PCs at the workstations, also supported iOS of the latest generation, and in particular our app.”
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Kris Raymer
CTO at Health Point Neurodiagnostics



“TeamViewer remote software has quickly become the Long-Term EEG Gold Standard HIPAA compliant solution and has helped advance not only for our remote monitoring needs, but for the entire industry of Electroneurodiagnostics as a whole.”
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Michael Schramm
Head of Client Services and Network Communications at Sharp



“TeamViewer is just as easy and fast to install as it is to use in practice. This has convinced our service team just as quickly and sustainably as the users.”
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Franck Racapé
EMEA Sales Director at Philips Professional Display Solutions



“It’s cost efficient because you don’t have to travel back and forth, it’s time-saving because you have immediate access to the display, and it’s high performance because you can change everything.”
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Joshua Nye
Applications Engineer at MPW Industrial Waters



“TeamViewer puts you in front of equipment that can be thousands of miles away in the blink of an eye. It’s simple to use and works flawlessly.”
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Valentin Reuter
Fire Officer State Capital of Wiesbaden at Oberursel Fire Brigade



“When a problem occurs, I receive a message from TeamViewer and I can fix it immediately. This helps us avoid situations where a fault is only discovered and reported when it is actually too late.”
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Pierre Nilsson
Service Delivery Manager at Doro



“With TeamViewer, we were able to drastically reduce the time spent per support case. At the same time, our customers feel much better served and supported with the fast support. It’s a win-win for everyone.”
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Rasmus Wåhlander
Service Owner at ATEA



“Trusting a remote access solution that can do just this might seem simple, but finding the right partner is easier said than done. It’s why we’ve been with TeamViewer for more than a decade and why we look forward to continue working with them in the future.”
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Peter Kryger
Nordic Service Desk at Demant Global IT



“TeamViewer is being embraced by so many users at Demant because of its efficiency and simplicity.”
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Shunsaku Kazuhisa
Konica Minolta, Inc. Healthcare Business Division



“Handling requests remotely reduces time until recovery, since it eliminates staff travel times. Our current remote resolution rate is extremely high, and our customer satisfaction is high even in this era when people feel systems should always run smoothly.”
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Fredrik Moen
Head of Customer Service at Ganske Enkelt



“TeamViewer enables us to execute a premium customer service all at the click of a button.”
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Michael Barron Jr.
IT Manager at Carey Paul Honda



“I can quickly remote in and solve their problem, so there’s no downtime or lag in our customer service.”
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Hansol Lim
Team Lead Purchasing Operation Team at Unospay



“Customers benefit from real-time remote connectivity solutions that make it easier for our support agents to solve issues quickly rather than lose time through cumbersome workflows and processes such as explanations over the phone.”
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Tyler Pedigo
Chief Financial Offer at LobbyFox



“Twenty minutes worth of work by our technical team here is the equivalent of $2,500 worth of contractor visits and days of planning, to do the exact same thing.”
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Guo Li
CEO at Shanghai Fustech Co., Ltd.



“We compared four to five remote control software providers by conducting extensive experiments, strict screening, and evaluation tests. We concluded that TeamViewer offers the highest bandwidth efficiency as well as stability.”
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Georgi Avetisyan
System Administrator at Armenian Software



“TeamViewer has become an integral asset to our customer support team, enabling us to maximize efficiencies, keep up with customer demands, and strengthen both customer and employee satisfaction.”



























Spotlight



Customer success














	Philips
	Doro
	Health Point Neurodiagnostics
	ATEA
	MPW
	EMI
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B2B division uses TeamViewer for remote maintenance of digital displays and information systems.
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With TeamViewer, Doro closes the digital gap for seniors so they can live an active and independent life.
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Health Point Neurodiagnostics ensures reliability and quality of Remote Ambulatory EEG Mobile Testing.
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Leading provider of IT infrastructure solutions uses TeamViewer for 200,000 sessions every year.
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MPW Industrial Water Services monitors equipment throughout North America.
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TeamViewer helps provider of iconic freestanding outdoor digital displays reduce costs, improve customer service, and spur new growth.
















Explore more success stories























Unlock all TeamViewer features for 14 days.






	


Request a free trial
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Please choose your region

Selecting a region changes the language and/or content on teamviewer.com




SUGGESTED REGION
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{{label}}





	
Americas
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Americas - English
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América Latina - Español
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Brasil - Português
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Canada - English
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Canada - Français
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United States - English





	
Asia Pacific
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Asia Pacific - English
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Australia - English
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中国 - 中⽂（简体）
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香港 - 繁體中文
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India - English
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日本 - ⽇本語
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New Zealand - English
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대한민국 - 한국어
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台灣-繁體中文
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ประเทศไทย - ภาษาไทย
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Việt Nam - Tiếng Việt





	
Commonwealth of Independent States
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CIS - English
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СНГ - Русский





	
Europe
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Europe - English
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Belgique - Français
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België - Nederlands
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Bulgaria - English
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Česká republika - Čeština
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Croatia - English
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Cyprus - English
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Denmark - English
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Deutschland - Deutsch
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España - Español
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Estonia - English
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Finland - English
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France - Français
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Greece - English
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Ireland - English
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Italia - Italiano
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Latvia - English
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Liechtenstein - Deutsch
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Liechtenstein - Français
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Liechtenstein - Italiano
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Lithuania - English
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Luxembourg - Français
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Magyarország - Magyar
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Malta - English
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Nederland - Nederlands
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Norway - English
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Österreich - Deutsch
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Polska - Polski
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Portugal - Português
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Romania - English
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Schweiz - Deutsch
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Suisse - Français
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Svizzera - Italiano
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Slovakia - English
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Slovenia - English
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Sweden - English
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Türkiye - Türkçe
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United Kingdom - English





	
Middle East Africa
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Middle East Africa - English
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Middle East Africa - Français
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